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	Mathematics Content for Elementary Teachers, 9780805842470 (0805842470), Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
What is mathematics? You are probably wondering just what sort of question that
is for someone who has completed the general education mathematics prerequisites.
It is an important question because  your own opinions and attitudes will influence
your teaching of mathematics for your entire career. Whether or not you are
conscious of the process, you are already defining and redefining your personal
practical theories about teaching. These theories are deep-seated beliefs that may
result from your nonteaching experiences as a student or parent and be influenced
by your practical experiences in designing and implementing curriculum as you
teach (Cornett, 1990, p. 188). You may find it difficult to articulate your personal
practical theories. However, they will significantly influence your students' attitudes
about the mathematics that they will learn.
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Acid Christ: Ken Kesey, LSD and the Politics of EcstasySchaffner Press, Inc., 2011

	
		
			From the literary wonder boy to the countercultural guru whose cross-country bus trip inspired The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, this candid biography chronicles the life and times of cultural icon Ken Kesey from the 1960s through the 1980s. Presenting an incisive...




		

Clinical Investigation of Portal HypertensionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book thoroughly covers various diseases induced by portal hypertension, and introduces novel information for the treatment of patients. Individual chapters address the pathophysiology, diagnosis and treatment options available for the complications induced by portal hypertension. The book fosters practical understanding and...



		

Skateboarding: Legendary Tricks 2Tracks Publishing, 2010

	
		In Legendary Tricks 2, I write about some of the tricks that I didn’t cover in the first Legendary Tricks book. Though the stories and photos will help give you an understanding of these legendary tricks, I still didn’t cover all the tricks I wanted to write about.
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Secrets of Corel Painter Experts: Tips, Techniques, and Insights for Users of All AbilitiesCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Step inside the studios of some of today's top artists, illustrators, designers, and photographers working with digital art tools. Secrets of Corel Painter Experts: Tips, Techniques, and Insights for Users of All Abilities allows you one-on-one access to the creative and technical process of professional artists who use Painter in...


		

Radio Design in Nanometer TechnologiesSpringer, 2007
Radio Design in Nanometer Technologies addresses current trends and future directions in radio design for wireless applications. As radio transceivers constitute the major bottleneck in a wireless chipset in terms of power consumption and die size, the radio must be designed in the context of the entire system, end to end....

		

Murach's JavaScript and jQueryMike Murach & Associates, 2012

	There is a newer edition of this book titled Murach's jQuery (2nd Edition).


	JQuery is one of the technologies that every web developer should master. The trouble is that jQuery is difficult to learn, especially for programming novices. Now, this new book makes it easier than ever to learn jQuery, jQuery UI (User...
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